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INTRODUCTION

This Geophysical Report was compiled by Ray Meikle of Geophysical Engineering St Surveys Inc. at the request of Jim 
FORBES, co-owner of the Thompson Property located Argyle Township, 
Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario. The current Mag/VLF Surveys 
were carried out on the ground immediately west of the "Thompson 
Property". The Thompson grid (1997), was extended to the west as 
well as the surveys. The Thompson survey data has been merged with the current Thompson West data and plotted together.

LOCATION and ACCESS

The Thompson West Property is located 18 air kilometres 
northwest of the village of Matachewan and approximately 60 air kilometres southeast of the city of Timmins (see Figure 1-Location 
Map). The Mag/VLF-BM Surveys, subject of this report, were done on 
block claims 1214020 (12 units), and 1214378 (5 units), in the 
central east part of Argyle Township, Larder Lake Mining Division, 
Ontario. It may also be referenced at:

Latitude/Longitude: 48 004'lO'VSO0 47 ' 50" NTS Sheet: 42A/2
UTM Coordinates: 515,OOOE/5,323,SOON . OEM Sheet: 20 17510053200

From Matachewan, unpaved, Provincial Highway 566 extends north 
and then west being situated about 6 kilometres south of the 
Property. From this Highway, the Property may be seasonally 
accessed by a secondary logging road which winds north and passes through the Property. Alternatively, winter access is readily 
afforded via skidoo from Highway 566 ( see Figure 2- 
Access/Topographic Map)

CLAIM STATUS

The current Mag/VLF Surveys were carried out on parts of two 
contiguous block claims 1214020 (12 units), and 1214378 (5 units), 
east-central part of Argyle Township, Larder Lake Mining Division, 
Ontario (Fig. ). Ownership of the claims is reported by Mr. Jim 
FORBES to be held 50=1 by him and 5 0* by Mr. Yvon Gagnon.
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REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The east-central portion of Argyle township is heavily drift 
and swamp covered with a paucity of outcrop so the geology is 
somewhat presumptive and generalized. Mapping of the area by 
Rickaby (1932) and by Lovell (1967) of adjoining west-central Baden 
shows the area to be underlain for the most part by Mafic 
metavolcanics and pyroclastics of Keewatin age intruded by sporadic 
felsic plugs of Algoman age.

PREVIOUS WORK

The original Thompson Showing, located in the west-central 
portion of the Thompson Property, was reported upon by Rickaby in 
1932 as follows:

The showing consists of a quartz vein occurring in a shear 
zone in a medium coarse grained hornblende granite. The vein, 
which has been uncovered for a length of 30 feet, s trikes N30 W and 
stands perpendicularly. A pit shows a width of to inches of quartz 
mineralized with pyrite f chalcopyrite, and molybdenite. A channel 
sample across 3 feet at the bottom of the pit is reported to have 
assayed 34.80 per ton in gold. A grab sample taken from the pit 
assayed 32.80 per ton in gold. The country in the vicinity of the 
vein is heavily drift covered and neither the extension of the vein 
nor the limits of the granite are known. [ Note: Gold at S20.67 
per oz . ]

RICHORE GOLD MINES LTD. held an eight-claim block over the 
Thompson Showing in 1966 and while diamond drilling was reported 
upon on their Baden Township Property, it is not known as to 
whether they conducted any exploration on the Thompson Property.

During the Fall of 1993, MELROSE RESOURCES LTD. contracted 
extensive trenching and stripping west and southwest of the lake. 
A report tay D. W. Esson dated November 1983, describes the showing 
as follows:

Underlain by coarse grained horneblende granite cut by a 
network of quartz veins varying from a few feet to a few inches in 
width. The individual veins appear to be discontinuous but the 
area of carbonate and chloritic alteration and quarts veining is 
extensive. Sulphide mineralization consists of pyrite and 
chalcopyrite with scattered molybdenite and a little arsenopyrite.

The rocks exposed in the trench to the southeast, away from 
the main trench area, are primarily mafic metavolcanics with 
prominent coarse breccia composed of angular granitic clasts in a 
chloritic groundmass.



Assay values from this southern section range from 0.032-0.279 
opt Au; 1.2-6.0 ppm Ag; 18-96 ppm Cu; nil-7781 ppm MoS2 and nil-68 ppm Gr. {K. Jensen - 1984}

In fall of 1994, MELROSE further contracted line cutting and a magnetic survey over their entire 72-claim property (covering the 
entire Property).

In 1987, KASRAN RESOURCES held the property and conducted line 
cutting and a two-station VLF-EM survey. There is no record of any 
diamond drilling being conducted on the Property.

SURVEY PARAMETERS

Linecutting:

The 1997 "Thompson Property" grid was extended to the west 
from L200w to LSOOw using the same baseline and grid co-ordinates. 
A total of 11.4 km of grid line was established, with north-south 
cross lines at lOOm intervals and an east-west baseline.

Magnetometer Survey:

A total of 9.0 km of Magnetometer Survey was carried out on 
Lines 6w, 7w, 8w, and the south parts of Lines 3w, 4w, and 5w. The 
data was tied in to the 1997 "Thompson Property" data and a common 
base level was established, allowing plotting and contouring of 
both data sets merged together.

A Scintrex MP-2, proton precession magnetometer was used for 
the survey. Diurnal variations were corrected by looping to pre- established values along the baseline. Generally, the diurnal 
variations were quite minimal during the survey period.

The following is a brief description of the magnetometer 
method and parameters used:

The Proton Precession method involves energizing a wire coil immersed in a hydrocarbon fluid. This causes the protons in the 
proton rich fluid to spin or precess simulating spinning magnetic dipoles. When the current is removed the protons precess about the 
direction of the earth's magnetic field, generating a signal in the 
same coil which is proportional to the total magnetic field 
intensity. In this way, the horizontal gradient of the earth's magnetic field can be measured and plotted in plan form with values 
of equal intensity joined to form a contour map.



This presentation is useful in correlating with other data 
sets to aid in structural interpretation. Individual magnetic 
responses can be interpreted for dip, depth and width estimates 
after profiling the data.

The following parameters were employed for the survey:

Instrument - Scintrex MP-2 Proton Precession Magnetometer
Station Interval - 25 m
Line Interval - 100m
Diurnal Correction Method - Baseline Looping
Data Presentation - Posted, Contoured Magnetometer Survey

- Map No. l 1:5000 scale
- Contour interval s 20 nano-teslas

- 57,000 nT subtracted fran plotted data

VLF-EM Survey:

A total of 10.8 km of VLF-EM Survey was carried out on all of 
Lines 3w to 8w. The data was merged with the "Thompson Property" 
data and the merged data plotted. Cutler Maine VLF transmitter 
station was used and both the In-phase and Quadrature-phase 
components were recorded and plotted in profile form. A Geonics EM- 
16 VLF receiver was used.

The following is a brief technical description of the VLF-EM 
method and the parameters used for the survey:

While VLF stands for Very Low Frequency, it is for mineral 
exploration purposes a very high frequency compared to other 
commonly used Electromagnetic Surveys. The commonly used 
frequencies are in the order of 18-20 kilohertz. The VLF-EM 
technique employs fixed transmitter stations located at various 
places around the world to facilitate navigation. Because of 
this, one has a limited choice as to what transmitter station that 
can be used, depending on distance from and azimuth to the 
transmitter station.

For this survey, Cutler Maine (NAA) was used. It has an 
operating frequency of 24.0 khz and an azimuth of approximately of
140 degrees TN from the property. Very briefly, the transmitting 
station emits a concentric, circular wave pattern, expanding about 
the transmitter dipole. Being thousands of miles away from the 
transmitter, we deal with the tangent of this wave pattern which in 
this case would have a direction normal to the azimuth of 270 
degrees. Thus any conductors having a general EW strike direction 
would be intersected by this signal which induces a signal in the 
conductor which in turn opposes the primary signal from the 
transmitter station. This elliptically polarizes the resultant 
field enabling detection of the conductor using a receiver coil to 
determine the attitude of the resultant field at various points 
along the grid lines.



The resultant field dips away from the conductor axis on both sides of the conductor producing a cross-over on the conductor axis. For an EW conductor, a true cross-over would occur where the field dips south and changes to a north dip as you progress from south to north. For this survey, a */- system is used where a ( +) dip angle means the field is dipping to the south (indicating anomaly is to north) and a (-) dip angle means the field is dipping to the north (indicating anomaly is tosouth). This is the case only if all readings were taken facing north as per this survey.

The quadrature values, while not useful alone, can help distinguish between bedrock conductors which generally have a smaller out-of-phase response than overburden or short wavelength conductors. Also, the polarity of the quadrature is diagnostic, ie; if the polarity follows or is the same sense as the In-phase it gives more credibility to the conductor. Reverse quadrature often indicate overburden responses.

The following parameters were employed for the survey:
Instrument - Geonics EM-16 VLF ReceiverTransmitter Station - Cutler Maine (NAA)Frequency - 24.0 KHZ
Azimuth to station - approx. 140 degrees TNReading Direction -All reading taken facing northStation Interval - 25m
Line Interval - 100m
Data Presentation - Plan, profiled map No 2

- Scale 1:5000
- profile scale l cm s 20%

SURVEY RESULTS

Magnetometer Survey

The Magnetometer Survey outlined several isolated, weak, magnetic highs throughout the grid. The magnetic susceptabil ity distribution does not indicate any apparent geological boundaries or contacts, especially in the absence of any geological data available at this time.

One notable magnetic feature is a linear magnetic low striking north-south, in the general area of 500 west. This feature appears to interrupt several east-west striking VLF-EM conductors, with a possible north-south displacement in some. This feature may be afault zone.



VLF-EM Survey

The VLF-EM Survey outlined several linear conductors, most of 
which are striking east-west. Many of the conductors outlined on 
the VLFprofile map are weak, "inflection type", with no actual in- 
phase cross-over. It would not be constructive at this time to 
describe each individual conductor. However, some of the more 
notable ones are described below.

A moderately strong, linear, conductor striking east-west from 
L3wX225n to L4wX225n, appears to be an extension of Conductor 'B' 
on the Thompson Property which strikes eastward from L2wX180n to 
L525eX190n. A similar conductor on L5wX162n - L8w7175n is possibly 
a continuation of this conductor ' E', possibly offset to the south 
by a north-south linear magnetic low mentioned above.

A moderately strong, linear, conductor which appears to be an 
extension of Conductor ' D' on the Thompson Property. The current 
VLF survey extends this conductor from L2W/270S to L4W/200S. It is 
more conductive on the west end. There is no magnetic data 
available on L3w and L4w.

There is more conductjve anomaly on LSw/BOOs - L6W/375S. It 
has no apparent magnetic correlation.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The VLF Survey outlined several conductors. There is 
insufficient data available to further assess each or any of the 
conductors at this time. A compilation of all available data with 
the results of the Mag/VLF Survey should be done. Based on results 
of the compilation, an Induced Polarization Survey may be warranted 
to test the VLF conductors, determining which if any could caused 
by sulphide mineralization, indicative of a favourable environment 
for gold deposition.



that

CERTIFICATION

I, Raymond Joseph Meikle of Timmins, Ontario hereby certify

l. I
Ha ileybury 
1975.

hold a three year Technologist Diploma from the School of Mines, Haileybury, Ontario, obtained in May

2. I have been practising my profession since 1973 in Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, NWT, Manitoba, Germany and Chile.

3. I have been employed directly with Teck Corporation, MetalIgesselIschaft Canada Ltd. Sabina Industries, .S. Middleton Exploration Services Ltd., self employed 1979-1997 (Rayan Exploration Ltd.) and currently with Geophysical Engineering fit Surveys Inc.

4. l have based conclusions and recommendations contained in this report on knowledge of the area, my previous experience and on the results of the field work conducted on the property during 1997.

5. I hold no interest, directly or indirectly in this property, nor do I expect to receive any interest or considerations from the property, other than for professional fees rendered.

Dated this 6th day of April, 1998 at Timmins, Ontario.

Meikle



APPENDIX "A"

SCINTREX MP-2 PROTON PRECESSION MAG



MBS-2 Magnetic Base Station

MP-2 in Operation with Back Pack Sensor

Technical
Description of
MP-2
Portable Proton
Precession Magnetometer

Resolution 1 Gamma

Total Field Accuracy ±1 Gamma over full operating range

Range 20,000 to 100,000 gammas in 25 overlapping 
steps

Internal Measuring Program

External Trigger

Single reading — 3 .7 seconds Recycling 
feature permits automatic repetitive readings 
at 3 .7 second intervals

External trigger input permits use of sampling 
intervals longer than 3 .7 seconds

Readout 5 digit LED (Light Emitting Diode) readout 
displaying total magnetic field in gammas or 
normalized battery voltage

Digital Output Multiplied precession frequency and gate 
times

Base Station Mode MP-2 console slips into a base station module 
which provides external triggering as well as 
digital and analogue outputs. The complete 
unit is called the MBS-2 Magnetic Base 
Station

Gradient Tolerance Up to 5000 gammas/meter

Power Source

Sensor

8 alkaline "D" cells provide up to 25,000 
readings at 250C under reasonable signal/ 
noise conditions (less at lower temperatures). 
Premium carbon-zinc cells provide about 4 0 0̂  
of this number

Omnidirectional, shielded, noise-cancelling 
dual coil, optimized for high gradient 
tolerance

Harness Complete for operation with staff or back pack 
sensor

Operating Temperature Range -35 0Cto 460 0C

Size Console, with batteries: 80 x 160 x 250mm
Sensor: 80 x 150mm
Staff: 30 x 1550mm (extended)
30 x 600 mm. (collapsed)

Weights Console, with batteries: 1.8 kg 
Sensor: 1.3 kg 
Staff: 0.6 kg

Standard Accessories Sensor, Staff, Cable, Harness, Carrying Case, 
Manual

Shipping Weight Approximately 9.5 kg

Scintrex Limited 
222 Snidercroft Road 
Concord (Toronto) Ontario 
Canada L4K 1B5 
Tel: (416) 669-2280 
Telex: 06-964570 
Cable: Scintrex Toronto

Complete Geophysical 
Instrumentation 
and Services
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GEONICS EM-16 VLF RECEIVER
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VLF EM

EMI6
One ol irm most popular and widely used electromagnetic instruments, the EM 16 VLF receiver makes the ideal reconnaissance EM. This can be anributed to its field reliability, operational simplicity, compactness and mutual compatibility with other reconnaissance instruments such as portable magnetometers and radiometric detec tors.

The VLF method ol EM surveying, pioneered by Geonics. has proven to be a simple economical means ol mapping geological structure and fault tracing. The applications are many and varied, ranging from direct detection of massive sulphide conductors to the indirect detection of precious metals and radioactive deposits.
FEATURES

• The EM16 is the only VLF instrument that measures the quad-phase as well as the in-phase secondary field. This has the advantage ol providing an additional piece ol data tor a more comprehensive Interpretation and also allows a more accurate determination ol the till angle.
•The secondary fields are measured as a ratio lo the primary field making the measurement independent of absolute field strength.• The EM16 is the only VLF receiver that can be adapted to measure VLF resistivity.

Specifications
MEASURED QUANTITY In phase and quad phase components of vertical mag netic field as a percentage of horizontal primary field, (i.e. tangent of the lilt angle and ellipticity)
SENSITIVITY

RESOLUTION 
OUTPUT

In-phase :i150V. 
Quad phase :± 40V.

Nulling by audio (one. In-phase indication from mechan ical Inclinometer and quad-phase from a graduated dial.
DERATING FREQUENCY 15-25 kHz VLF Radio Band. Station selection done by means ol plug-In units.

OPERATOR CONTROLS On/Ofl switch, battery test push button, station selector switch, audio volume control, quadrature dial, inclino meter.
POWER SUPPLY 6 disposable 'AA' cells 
DIMENSIONS 42 x 14 x 9 cm 
WEIGHT Instrument 1.6 kg 

Shipping : 5.5 kg

VLF RESISTIVITY METER

EM16/I6R
The EM16R is a simple, button on attachment to the EM16 converting it to a direct reading terrain resistivity meter. The EM16R interfaces a pair of poten tial electrodes to the EM 16 enabling the measurement of the ratio of, and the phase angle between, the horizontal electric and magnetic fields of the plane wave propagated by distant VLF radio transmitters.
The EM16R is direct reading in ohm meters of apparent ground resistivity. If the phase angle is 45", the resistivity reading is the true value and the earth is uniform to the depth of exploration (i.e. a skin depth). Any departure from 45" of phase in dicates a layered earth. Two layer interpretation curves are supplied with each in strument to permit an interpretation based on a two layer earth model.
This highly portable resistivity meter makes an ideal tool lor quick geological map ping and has been used successfully lor a variety of applications

• Detection ol massive and disseminated sulphide deposits• Overburden conductivity and thickness measurements• Permafrost mapping
• Detection and delineation ol industrial mineral deposits• Aquifer mapping

EMIBR ATTACHMENT

MEASURED QUANTITY 

RESISTIVITY RANGES

PHASE RANGE 
RESOLUTION

OUTPUT 

OPERATING FREQUENCY

INTERPROBE SPACING
PROBE INPUT IMPEDANCE 

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

• Apparent Resistivity of the ground in ohm meters
•Phase angle between Ex and Hy in degrees
• 10 — 300 onm-melers
• 100— 3000 ohm meters
• 1000 — 30000 ohm meters
0-90 degrees
• Resistivity: ±2*/. full scale
• Phase :±0.5"
Null by audio tone. Resistivity and phase angle read fromgraduated dials.
15-25 kHz VLF Radio Band. Station selection by means
ol rotary switch.
10 meters
100 M fi In parallel with 0:5 picofarads
19 x 11.5 x 10 cm. 
(attached to side of EM16)
1.5 kg (including probes and cable)



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Declaration of Assessment Work 
Performed on Mining Land
Mining Act, Subsection 66(2) and 66(3), R.8.0.1660

Imiglng

ty of subsacttons 65(2) and 66(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the 
l to review the assessment work and correspond wtth the mining land holder, 
ng Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 6th Floor,

42A02SW2002 2 .18366 BADEN 900

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print in ink.

1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary) 2 . l 836 6
Name

l

. lt*
Client Number

Address ./i .^ ...ftrr Telephone Number 

Fax Number

Name

Address
G-fiZflZ

Client Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check ( ^ ) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, i—i Physical: drilling, stripping, 
assays and work under section 18 (regs) '—' trenching and associated assays Rehabilitation

Work Type

g t*

Office Use

Commodity

Total S Value of 
Work Claimed Q9 5

"1/1 Day
, a , q 7
l Nlonlh | /ear

Global Positioning System Data (il available)

i o l i
Day | Month | Year

NTS Reference

Township/Area
Mining Division

M or G-Plan Number Resident Geologist

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required; 
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212; "r\r~ /S^C* |!X * *" '"^ ' 
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linM|{fD\a^s|grting work; ; 
- include two copies of your technical report.

Ar* f \
---op.pkipc ^WT{

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list it WeHssary7X-t , i
r r r ' u rr !i. ' j

Name

/Z AY /n&tKkK
Address

Name

Address
————— RECEIVED ——— ! —————————————

LARDER LAKE

Name """"

Address i . -p ^" *x^^z?

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent

1. ^ \ 1 fVO ^-jftfctf^O J^Vlfc (?6^5 do hareby certify that
(Print Nmnal

i eiepnc fTTOTriijw t ** x *

Fart Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number .... ..

*PR271-yJ:o*p
GEOSCIENCE ASSESS .-\ 
nave persdNeff HQfewJadge ot-the facts set

forth in this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during 
or after its completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.

Signature ol Dale

Agent's Addi

Az- V
Telephone Number FH Numbe



S. Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining) to 

the mining land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link 

must accompany this form.

Mining Claim Number. Or if 
work waa done on other eligible 
mining land, show In this 
column the location number 
indicated on the claim map.

eg

eg

eg
' 1

\
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB 7827

1234567

S^"' 1234568 , ^

* i fiVtkjv
/^( ^7f

Number of Claim 
Unite. For other 
mining land, list 
hectares.

16 ha

12

2

11-
1

^

Column Totals

Value of work 
performed on this 
claim outher 
minlnj™id. ft j

S26, 825

0

S 8, 892

C, -L W "
0 o 0T'tfoO

?62S "

- -"
Value of work 
applied to this

l 'S3 6
N/A

S24,000

S 4,000^ar*
TA66''

ms a*

Value of work 
assigned to other 

ppinlng claims.

S24.000

0

0

—— ' ——

^^ ——

Bank. Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date.

S2.825

0

S4,892

——— ——

L

\ ( /~ 0*23 f 'S~ , do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
l, (Print Full Nant*)

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to 

the claim where the work was done.

SignatureoLRecorded Holder or Agent Authorized in Writing 

\,-X*

f Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check ( ^ ) in the boxes below to show how 

you wish to prioritize the deletion of credits:

Q 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated.
-ST

r-,/
hZl 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed tint, working backwards; or

D 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims listed in this declaration; or

D 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 

followed by option number 2 if necessary.

For Office Use Only
Received Stamp

0241 (02/96)

.S& Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)



Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
andMhes

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of subsection 6 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96. Under section 8 of the 
Mining Act, this information is a public record. This information will be used to review the assessment work and correspond with the mining land holder. 
Questions about this collection should be directed to a Provincial Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsay Lake 
Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6B5. 2 . l 8366

Work Type

l~tVt s^TTi^b
/y)4(i /v ^ Te/n c?w^
(JLf ~6(^

^of^yt/sAL fZ&etV

Units of work
Depending on the type of work, list the number of 
hours/day worked, metres of drilling, kilometres of 
grid line, number of samples, etc.

II. ̂  K^
^ /^

10.? km

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

snAtr- -ML.r /L^WA*-
r/l/jrr ^ ^/?7T /-.///J/^J"/'^ /^/?r-^/^
^7K-

Transportation Costs

^3^ k/* ffi lo * k(H-^
Food and Lodging Costs

-zo J^f* yhjz"0
i

Cost Per Unit 
of work

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

i^o""
lao"
^oo*'
Vo^'

IfU"

/m oo

400^
7oK 'c

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at 1000Xo of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 5007o of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 = Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures 
verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/ 
or part of the assessment work submitted.

rieBUfdpsts within 45 days of a request for 
rtnTg"nof m^de, the Minister may reject all

Certification verifying costs:

l. ^ t.^^—.————
(please print full name)

be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on the accompanying

If .Kff 6EOSC'ENOFHL
p0KJ5t do nerejjy certify, IM Mm nimmiil "Tmwn are as accurate as may reasonably

Declaration of Work form as
(recorded holder, agent, or state company position with signing authority)

lrn authorized to make this certification.
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Ministry of Ministers du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake RoadJuly 14, 1998 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

JIM HAROLD FORBES P3E 6B5
62 MAIN STREET APT.#4
KIRKLAND LAKE, Ontario Telephone: (888)415-9846
P2N-3E3 Fax: (705) 670-5881

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2 .18366

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9880.00262 Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Lucille Jerome by e-mail at 
jeromel2@epo.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 12546 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .18366 

Date Correspondence Sent: July 14, 1998 Assessor:Lucille Jerome

Transaction First Claim 
Number Number
W9880.00262 1214020

Section:
14 Geophysical MAG 
14 Geophysical VLF

Township(s) l Area(s) 
ARGYLE

Status
Approval

Approval Date

July 14, 1998

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
Kirkland Lake, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
JIM HAROLD FORBES 
KIRKLAND LAKE, Ontario

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 12546
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AREAS WITHDRAWN FROM DISPOSITION

M.R.O. - MINING RIGHTS ONLY 

S.R.O. -SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 

M.+ S. - MINING AND SURFACE RIGHTS 

0**cription Ontar No. DM* DhptMltton f tt

(Hi) W-L -13/95 NER MARCH 11/95 7:OOAM S S M

THE INFORMATION THAT 
APPEARS ON THIS MAP 
HAS BEEN COMPILED 
FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, 
MMD ACCURACY IS NOT 
GUARANTEED. THOSE 
WISHING TO STAKE MIN 
ING CLAIMS SHOULD CON 
SULT WITH THE MINING 
RECORDER, MINISTRY OF 
NORTHERN DEVELOP 
MENT AND MINES, FOR AD 
DITIONAL INFORMATION 
ON THE STATUS OF THE 
LANDS SHOWN HEREON.
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BANNOCKBURN TWP.
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THE FOLLOWING SURVEYS CAN BE FOUND ON THE 
ARCHIVED COPY DATED JUNC OF 1995: Mft |OI8B 
10187, 10189, 10186, 6609. 86O8. 8605. 
W604, 8606, 12006, I2O07. LOCATED BETWEEN THE 
5 ,*LE AND 2 ,ALE MARKS (SUNNING NORTH a SOL'TH) 
AND EAST OF THE 2 MILE MARK.

ARCHIVED OCTOBER 7, 1996
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LEGEND

HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No. 

OTHER ROADS 

TRAILS

SURVEYED LINES:
TOWNSHIPS, BASE LINES, ETC. 
LOTS, MINING CLAIMS,PARCELS,ETC.

UN SURVEYED LINES; 
LOT LINES 
RARCEL BOUNDARY 
MINING CLAIMS ETC.

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY 
UTILITY LINES 
NON-PERENNIAL STREAM 

FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS 

SUBDIVISION 

ORIGINAL SHORELINE 
MARSH OR MUSKEG 

MINES

-o

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPE OF DOCUMENT

PATENT, SURFACE a MINING RIGHTS 

" SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 
" MINING RIGHTS ONLY . .

LEASE, SURFACE a MINING RIGHTS 

" SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 

" MINING RIGHTS ONLY

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION .

CROWN LAND SALE .

OROER-IN-COUNCIL

RESERVATION . .

CANCELLED .

SAND a GRAVEL

SYMBOL
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T
c.s
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o

SCALE - l INCH = 40 CHAINS
O 9OO IOOO 2OOO

FEET 

METRES
O 200 4OO 400 8OO l KM

TOWNSHIP

ARGYLE
DISTRICT

KIRKLAND LAKE
MINING DIVISION

LARDER LAKE

ONTARIO

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH

Date
CIRCULATED JUNE 22/95 CM

Plan No

M-203
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Claim Line

Claim Post Located

Claim Poet Assumed

LEGEND

INSTRUMENT: SCINTREX MP-2.N PRECESSION MAGNETOMETER

PARAMETERS MEASURED: EARTH'S TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD (NANO-TESLAS)

READING INTERVAL: 25 M

CONTOUR INTERVAL: 20 NANO TESLAS

DIURNAL CORRECTION METHOD: BASELINE LOOPING

DATUM SUBTRACTED: 57000 nT
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Client: JIM FORBES 1997 OPAP

Property: THOMPSON PROPERTY
Titli

CONTOURED TOTAL FIELD 

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY
Processed:

RJM

Gate:
1997 OPAP

Province:
ONT.

Scole:
l:5,000

Checked:
RJM

Township:
ARGYLE

N.T.S. :

Drew ing:
MAGDAT

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY BY: YVON GAGNE

VLF-EM SURVEY BY: JIM FORBES
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1212138
PROFILE SCALE lcm - 20X

TOPO LEGEND

D

Clolm Line

Claim Past Located

Claim Poet Assumed

TRUE CROSSOVER

LEGEND

INSTRUMENT: GEONICS EM-16

PARAMETERS MEASURED; IN-PHASE AND QUADRATURE

READING INTERVAL: 25M

ALL READINGS TAKEN FACING APPROX. NORTH

STATION; CUTLER MAINE NAA-24.0 KHZ.

QUADRATURE

JIM EORBES 1997 OPAP

Property: THOMPSON PROPERTY
Title:

PROFILED IP/OP

VLE-EM
Processed:

RJM

Date:
1997 OPAP

Provi nee:
ONT.

Sea l e:
l:5.000

Checked:
RJM

Townehip:
ARGYLE

N.T.S, :

Drawing:
VLFPRF

MAGNETOMETER
m

VLF-EM

: YVON GAGNE

FORBES
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